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MONITORING NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION OF HITECH:  
STATUS AND KEY ACTIVITY QUARTERLY SUMMARY: JULY-SEPTEMBER, 2011 

Prepared by Christal Stone and Marsha Gold of Mathematica Policy Research under 
Contract with the ONC Evaluation Office for a Global Assessment of HITECH 

This summary supports the global assessment by synthesizing in one place selected statistics and 
activity reports relating to implementation of HITECH. It is developed quarterly and reflects 
information made available between July 1, 2011 and September 30, 2011. The list is not meant to be 
exhaustive but to reflect a subset of reports and activities on the ONC or CMS web site, in selected 
documents that are referenced in the reports ONC receives daily as part of its communications 
monitoring, and selected other activities of which we are aware. We welcome additions and 
clarifications from ONC. 

MEANINGFUL USE INCENTIVE PAYMENTS—STAGE 1 

• From the start of the program through September 30, 2011, CMS distributed $872+ 
million in EHR incentive program payments. This includes $357+ million Medicare 
payments from the first payment on May 19th and $514+ million in Medicaid payments 
since the program began January. There were 114,644 hospitals and eligible professionals 
registered as of the end of September. 

o Medicare breakdown— 

 $357 million in payments to 3,880 hospitals and providers. 

 The three highest participating provider groups in the Medicare EHR 
Incentive program are internists, family practitioners, and cardiologists. 

o Medicaid breakdown— 

 $514 million in payments to 6,767 hospitals and providers. 

 Twenty-one states have made Medicaid EHR incentive payments. As of 
October 3, 33 states have launched Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs—
12 new states include California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, and 
Wisconsin. 

• The flow of incentive payments in FFY 2011 was slower than originally projected, with 
fewer providers attesting to meeting the requirements necessary for payment by the end 
of FYY 2011 than in CMS’ and CBO’s projections, (an estimated $2.8 billion and $4.7 
billion, respectively, in incentive payments in FFY2011). Healthcare Association of New York 
State, August 16, 2011 

• A study published in the Summer 2011 issue of the Journal of Rural Health examined data 
from the American Hospital Association Annual Survey IT Supplement and found that 
only 5 percent of rural hospitals and 3 percent of critical access hospitals surveyed were 
ready to demonstrate MU. 

• An HHS Office of the Inspector General report released in July found that 12 of 13 
states with Medicaid Incentive programs studied could be making payments to ineligible 
hospitals and providers because they were not or could not verify all 11 of the eligibility 

https://www.cms.gov/EHRIncentivePrograms/50_Spotlight.asp#TopOfPage
http://www.hanys.org/news/index.cfm?storyid=2258
http://www.hanys.org/news/index.cfm?storyid=2258
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1748-0361.2010.00359.x/abstract
http://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-05-10-00080.pdf
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requirements. The reason was that efforts would be resource intensive and/or not 
logistically practical. (Note: states are not required to verify self-reported data.) 

• Two bills were introduced in Congress to expand the definition of eligible providers. In 
August, the Health IT Modernization for Underserved Communities Act was introduced 
in the House to amend the HITECH Act to include physician assistants. In July, the 
Senate introduced the Behavioral Health Information Technology Act of 2011 to extend 
incentives to mental health and addiction treatment providers and facilities. 

 

REGIONAL EXTENSION CENTERS  

• Initial two year contracts with RECs specified minimum enrollment goals to be 
reached—including national reach of 100,000 providers in two years, and each REC 
reaching a minimum of 1,000 priority primary care providers or minimum 20 percent of 
total primary care providers in the area. 

o Most grantees were funded either in February or April 2010. Here are some of 
the RECs that announced they met their initial enrollment goals— Colorado, 
Delaware, HITECH L.A. (California), Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland, 
Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, South Carolina, 
Utah/Nevada, Tri-State REC (southwestern Ohio, northeastern Kentucky and 
south-central Indiana), and Tennessee. 

 
AVAILABILITY OF CERTIFIED PRODUCTS AND THE VENDOR MARKET 

• CMS continues to update its complete list of certified EHR products on the ONC web 
site. They have not updated the public count of such products from our previous report 
on June 2011. (That report indicated that at as of May 26, 2011, there were 735 EHR 
products certified from 436 vendors.) 

• In September, Kalorama Information reported that the number of vendors offering 
EHR systems has more than doubled over the last two years and spending on EHR 
systems could grow 76% to $32 billion by 2015. Bloomberg Businessweek, September 22, 2011 

• At the start of 2012, the permanent EHR certification program will start, replacing the 
current temporary certification program. ANSI was named in June as the sole authorized 
accreditor of certifying bodies for the permanent EHR certification program. In August, 
the American National Standards Institute launched a program to approve organizations 
that want to certify EHRs for MU. Government Health IT, August 26, 2011 

• ONC’s i2 Initiative is sponsoring a number of “challenges” or contests using up to $2 
million in cash prizes. Six challenges have been announced this quarter—Reporting 
Device Adverse Events Challenge; Ensuring Safe Transitions from Hospital to Home 
Challenge; Pophealth Tool Development Challenge; One in a Million Hearts Challenge; 
Using Public Data for Cancer Prevention and Control: From Innovation to Impact; 
Apps Against Abuse Challenge. 

• In August, the Center for Technology and Aging announced it would invest $477,000 in 
five organizations to demonstrate the best ways to implement mobile health technologies 
for older adults with chronic conditions. InformationWeek, August 1, 2011 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112hr2729ih/pdf/BILLS-112hr2729ih.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112s539is/pdf/BILLS-112s539is.pdf
http://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/ehr-case-studies/south-carolina-rec-fostering-ehr-implementation-state/
http://tristaterec.org/Press/tabid/86/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/10/Tri-State-REC-Reaches-Milestone-Over-1000-Providers-Recruited.aspx
http://onc-chpl.force.com/ehrcert
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/electronic-medical-records-a-silicon-valley-gold-rush-09222011.html
http://www.govhealthit.com/news/ansi-launches-operations-approve-ehr-certifiers
http://www.health2con.com/devchallenge/challenges/
http://www.informationweek.com/news/healthcare/mobile-wireless/231002932
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• Recent studies have indicated that the personal health record (PHR) market is growing 
but slowly. A Frost & Sullivan study reported that the PHR market generated revenue of 
$312.2 million in 2010 and is estimated to reach $414.8 million by 2015 . While a CSC 
report concluded that adoption of PHRs has not increased dramatically over the last five 
years and consumers are more likely to use PHRs associated with their provider’s EHR 
system than those sponsored by private entities. 

• In July, KLAS released a study that found third-party firms specializing in a vendor’s 
applications almost always receive higher customer satisfaction scores for 
implementation than the vendor itself. InformationWeek, July 11, 2011 

• Several firms made announcements about HIT products this quarter, including: 

o Pocono Raceway developed a digital pen that can be read to an EHR Web 
Portal. Search HealthIT, September 28, 2011 

o Nuance Communications, Inc. introduced the Dragon Medical Practice Edition, 
a medical speech recognition tool that could help enter EHR data more easily. 
Information Week, August 22, 2011 

o Epocrates, Inc. released a mobile and web-based EHR system that is targeted 
toward small provider practices. The firm reports it has 320,000 physicians and is 
working to meet MU requirements. Health Data Management, July 27, 2011 

o Polyglot Systems, Inc. released the Meducation SMART app to provide 
multilingual patient-friendly instructions for medications listed in their EHR or 
PHR. The SMART platform was sponsored by a grant from ONC. SmartPlanet 
Blog, June 28, 2011 

o DrChrono, a free EHR application for iPads, received meaningful use 
certification. The company reported it had 8,000 providers signed up for the 
system. Reuters, July 28, 2011 

 

PRIVACY AND SECURITY 

• Public comments to proposed modifications to the HIPAA rules under the HITECH 
Act were due August 1, 2011. This rule updates disclosure provisions and gives patients 
the right to an “access report” that accounts for who accessed their electronic health 
information in a designated record set, for any reason. 

• A number of groups expressed concerns with the NPRM. For example, letters sent by 
the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA), American Hospital Association 
(AHA), Medical Group Management Association (MGMA), AHIMA, and College of 
Healthcare Information Management Executives. (CHIME) groups expressed concerns 
that the access reporting provision would be a significant burden, it relies on technical 
capabilities not widely available, and the provision was out of HIPAA’s scope, while 
others argued the rule be withdrawn. 

• HHS/OCR instituted the HIPAA Audit Program through a contract with consultant 
KPMG to develop compliance audit protocols and to conduct 150 audits by the end of 
2012. 

http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/report-brochure.pag?id=N98D-01-00-00-00
http://assets1.csc.com/health_services/downloads/CSC_Personal_Health_Records.pdf
https://www.klasresearch.com/Store/ReportDetail.aspx?ProductID=677
http://www.informationweek.com/news/healthcare/leadership/231001317
http://searchhealthit.techtarget.com/news/1280098879/Digital-pen-technology-aids-emergency-planning-EHR-adoption-next
http://www.informationweek.com/news/healthcare/EMR/231500485
http://www.healthdatamanagement.com/news/epocrates-ehr-physicians-mobile-web-42860-1.html
http://www.smartplanet.com/blog/rethinking-healthcare/meducation-smart-app-could-be-a-lifesaver/5448
http://www.smartplanet.com/blog/rethinking-healthcare/meducation-smart-app-could-be-a-lifesaver/5448
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/07/28/idUS399509745120110728
http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2011/05/31/2011-13297/hipaa-privacy-rule-accounting-of-disclosures-under-the-health-information-technology-for-economic
http://www.amia.org/sites/amia.org/files/AMIA-Response-to-Comments-AOD-7-30-2011.pdf
http://www.aha.org/aha/letter/2011/110801-cl-hipaaprivruleacctdiscl.pdf
http://www.aha.org/aha/letter/2011/110801-cl-hipaaprivruleacctdiscl.pdf
http://www.mgma.com/press/mgma-study-finds-proposed-accounting-of-disclosures-rule-unworkable/
http://www.ahima.org/downloads/pdfs/advocacy/AHIMA%20AoD%20Response%20Ltr_Final_72911%20%285%29.pdf
http://www.cio-chime.org/advocacy/resources/download/CHIME_Comments_OCR_NRPM_for_HIPAA_Changes.pdf
http://www.cio-chime.org/advocacy/resources/download/CHIME_Comments_OCR_NRPM_for_HIPAA_Changes.pdf
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=9e045aa4f7e6f8499c5b6f74d5b211e9&tab=core&_cview=0
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• In September, the Senate Judiciary Committee voted to move forward three data security 
bills. Only one, the Personal Data Protection and Breach Accountability Act of 2011, 
included health information in its definition of sensitive personally identifiable 
information. None of the bills included health information held by companies not 
covered by HIPAA. Center for Democracy & Technology Blog, September 23, 2011 

• In August, an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) was published in the 
Federal Register on a set of proposed metadata standards recommended to ONC by the 
HIT Standards Committee based on the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and 
Technology (PCAST) Report issued in December 2010. The notice indicated a specific 
interest in comments on the following categories of metadata: patient identity; 
provenance; and privacy. The immediate scope of this ANPRM is the association of 
metadata with summary care records. That is, a scenario where a patient obtains a 
summary care record from a health care provider’s electronic health record technology 
or requests for it to be transmitted to their personal health record.  

• ONC launched two initiatives in September to pilot some of the metadata 
recommendations made by the PCAST report and HIT Standards Committee. The Data 
Segmentation Initiative will address patient data consent needs by enabling providers to 
share only portions of a patient’s EHR. The Query Health Initiative will create standards 
and services to enable the broad, secure use of distributed population health queries. 
HealthIT Buzz, August 17, 2011 

• In September, an HHS Report to Congress about patient data breaches found that 
breaches more than doubled during the last two years with health care organizations 
reporting 5.4 million breaches in 2010, compared to 2.4 million in 2009 most of which 
was due to theft.  

 

HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

• In September, the Health IT Standards Committee accepted the recommendations from 
the NwHIN power team on a set of 10 specifications for information sharing in the 
nationwide health information network (NwHIN) and 2 for the Direct Initiative. 

o The HIMSS EHR Association responded in a letter that asserted that the group 
seemed to favor Direct over Exchange and that it should have also 
recommended other ways to support HIE as part of the meaningful use 
requirements of the EHR Incentive Program. 

• A variety of geographically based and other exchange initiatives continue to be pursued 
with diverse results.  

o The eHealth Initiative survey reported that the number of HIEs grew 9 percent 
to 255 in 2011, but that at least 10 HIE initiatives closed or consolidated and 
only 24 HIEs said they have sustainable business models.  

o A KLAS study reported that the number of operational HIEs doubled to 228 
since last year with the number of live private HIEs (i.e. private ventures) 
increasing more rapidly than the number of live public HIEs (i.e. government 
backed initiatives). CMIO, July 12, 2011 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112s1535is/pdf/BILLS-112s1535is.pdf
http://cdt.org/blogs/harley-geiger/239senate-judiciary-committee-passes-three-data-security-bills
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-09/pdf/2011-20219.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-health-it-report.pdf
http://wiki.siframework.org/Data+Segmentation+Homepage
http://wiki.siframework.org/Data+Segmentation+Homepage
http://wiki.siframework.org/Query+Health
http://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/from-the-onc-desk/announcing-metadata-pilots-realize-pcast-vision/
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/breachnotificationrule/breachrept.pdf
http://healthit.hhs.gov/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS_0_12811_955664_0_0_18/3-Baker_NwHIN-PT_HITSC_9_29_11.pdf
http://www.himssehra.org/docs/20110926_EHRAInputNWHINPowerTeamEvaluation.pdf
http://www.ehealthinitiative.org/about-us/press/press-releases/647-new-national-survey-shows-increased-privacy-controls-concerns-with-systems-integration-and-participation-in-accountable-care.html
https://www.klasresearch.com/Store/ReportDetail.aspx?ProductID=642
http://www.cmio.net/index.php?option=com_articles&view=article&id=28615
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o In September, the National Association of State Chief Information Officers 
(NASCIO) released a report that found a sustainable model is crucial to the 
success of state-run HIEs.  

o An August study by the National eHealth Collaborative reported on what makes 
some HIEs successful based on experiences of 12 organizations. Some identified 
traits included coordinated, effective stakeholder engagement, maintaining 
stakeholder trust to ensure there is no perception that one participating 
organization has a competitive advantage over another, and ensuring accurate 
and secure shared health data. One barrier cited by the report is a lack of 
generally accepted and discrete health information interchange standards. The 
report concluded that the ability to raise additional capital and provide data-
mining and analysis services is seen as key to future growth and financial viability 

• In September, the Rhode Island Quality Institute (REC) launched the statewide 
DirectAdoption Program, which uses protocols of the Direct Project to support the 
secure exchange of clinical information between providers over email. 

• News accounts continue to reflect the fluidity of the HIE environment, with HIEs that 
were formed, merged, went live, or closed. Examples include: 

o The launch of Florida’s statewide HIE and the Inland Empire HIE in Riverside 
and San Bernardino counties in California. 

o Highmark Inc. and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center are developing 
competing HIEs so they do not have to relinquish control of their patient 
information to a third-party HIE administration body. Pittsburgh Business Times, 
August 19, 2011 

o Nine hospital systems in Western Pennsylvania are partnering to create an HIE 
called ClinicalConnect. Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, August 17, 2011 

o The West Central Ohio Health Information Exchange merged with the Ohio 
Health Information Partnership and CliniSync, which make up the Ohio 
statewide HIE. Putnam County Sentinel, August 24, 2011 

o The Minnesota Health Information Exchange merged with an exchange being 
built by the Community Health Information Collaborative. Reasons given was 
that there was a lot of duplication of effort between the two groups and not 
enough money for both. Star Tribune, August 23, 2011 

o Kansas City’s HIE, eHealthAlign, closed as a result of the expansions in Missouri 
and Kansas’s statewide HIEs. Kansas City Business Journal, September 9, 2011 

WORKFORCE PROGRAMS 

• Several reports were released documenting a growth in demand for Health care IT jobs: 

o In August, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported in the 2010-2011 
Occupational Outlook Handbook that health care IT jobs are expected to grow by 20 
percent annually through 2018.  

o In August, Computer Economics released a report that found 61 percent of 
health care organizations are increasing the number of IT staff in 2011. MU 

http://www.nascio.org/publications/documents/NASCIO_HIESustainabilityBrief_September2011.pdf
http://www.nationalehealth.org/ckfinder/userfiles/files/REPORT%20SecretsofHIESuccessRevealed.pdf
http://www.docehrtalk.org/about-ri-rec/direct-project
http://www.govhealthit.com/news/florida-hie-launches-secure-email/
http://www.ihealthbeat.org/features/2011/inland-empire-health-information-exchange-near-launch.aspx
http://www.bizjournals.com/pittsburgh/print-edition/2011/08/19/upmc-highmark-developing-competing-hie.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/pittsburgh/print-edition/2011/08/19/upmc-highmark-developing-competing-hie.html
http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/news/pittsburgh/s_752016.html
http://putnamsentinel.com/main.asp?SectionID=1&SubSectionID=1&ArticleID=10225
http://www.startribune.com/business/128280788.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/news/2011/09/09/ehealthalign-health-exchange-shuts.html?page=all
http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos103.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos103.htm
http://www.computereconomics.com/article.cfm?id=1669
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incentive programs were attributed as a major factor in the number of 
organizations that are hiring.  

o In July, the online career site, Dice.com, reported a 75 percent increase in the 
number of HIT jobs posted over the past year. Information Week, July 26, 2011 

 

PROVIDER EHR ADOPTION, OTHER SOURCES OF SUPPORT, AND ISSUES 

• An August Health Affairs article titled, “Small and Medium-Size Physician Practices Use 
Few Patient-Centered Medical Home Processes,” found that the use of medical home 
processes (including functions related to EHR systems) in small and medium size 
practices (1-19 physicians) appears low. Overall, the findings show that these practices 
earned 21.7 percent of the possible points for medical home practices studied. (An 
earlier study of large primary care and multi specialty groups found an adoption rate of 
35 percent.) EHR relevant items were captured as part of the care 
coordination/integration domain, one of four studied. The study found that 26% of 
practices surveyed had electronic medical records, with such use particularly low in 1-2 
person practices (17%). Twenty eight percent used electronic prescription (19% of 1-2 
person practices).  Few (9%) maintained chronic disease registries for at least 3 of 4 
specific diseases: diabetes, asthma, congestive heart failure and depression. In contrast, 
71% had electronic access to clinical information from at least two of three types 
(specialist referral notes, emergency department notes, and hospital discharge 
summaries). (The survey was conducted between July 2007 and March 2009 and 
included practices with physicians in primary care and selected other specialties for 
whom medical home concepts are relevant.)  

• In September, the Fort Drum Regional Health Planning Organization in New York 
received a $900,000 federal grant to build onto an established HIT network among area 
health care providers. Funds will be used for hardware upgrades in facilities serving 
underinsured or uninsured populations and technical assistance to high risk rural 
practices. Watertown Daily Times, September 23, 2011 

• In September, HHS and the USDA awarded a total of $11.9 million through the Rural 
Health Initiative to 40 rural health providers to help install broadband networks, 
purchase equipment, and provide training to staff.   

 

DEVELOPMENT OF STAGE 2 MEANINGFUL USE REQUIREMENTS 

• ONC’s director Dr. Farzad Mostashari indicated he agreed with Health IT Policy 
Committee’s recommendation to delay the start of Stage 2 MU a year until 2014. The 
delay will encourage more providers to attest in 2011, he said, and allow for more robust 
stage 2 requirements. (Proposed stage 2 rules are anticipated to be released for comment 
in late 2011 or early 2012 so the delay also would give providers more time to respond to 
stage 2 requirements.) Government Health IT, July 6, 2011 

• On August 5, 2011, the HIT Policy Committee made recommendations to ONC 
regarding the clinical quality framework for use in Stage 2 and 3 MU criteria. Their 
recommendations covered: (1) a reporting framework that builds on the stage 1 core and 
menu option for eligible providers; (2) a list of menu domains and measures to be 

http://www.informationweek.com/news/healthcare/policy/231002567
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/30/8/1575.full.html
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/30/8/1575.full.html
http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20110923/NEWS03/709239883
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2011pres/09/20110902a.html
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2011pres/09/20110902a.html
http://www.govhealthit.com/news/mostashari-backs-stage-2-delay-2014
http://healthit.hhs.gov/portal/server.pt/community/healthit_hhs_gov__policy_recommendations/1815
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developed; and (3) a list of methodological challenges/issues related to novel future 
measures. The menu domains are in six areas: patient and family engagement, care 
coordination, population and public health, patient safety, efficiency, and clinical 
processes.  

• On August 16, 2011, the HIT Policy Committee provided recommendations to ONC on 
Stage 2 meaningful use requirements relevant to the patient capacity to view and 
download health information. The recommendations built on work by the privacy and 
security Tiger team and sought to support the ability patients have to access health 
information. The committee said that certification standards might be too inflexible an 
approach to guiding providers to provide access with appropriate protections for 
privacy. Instead, the Committee recommended encouraging best practices that allow 
providers and the ability of providers to attest to evaluating whether and how to encrypt 
or otherwise ensure the security of health information in EHRs, data centers, mobile 
devices, and various other locations. 

• In September, CHIME (The College of Healthcare Information Management 
Executives) sent a letter to HHS recommending that ONC not tie the use of metadata 
tagging to future MU criteria, which was recommended in the December 2010 PCAST 
report. Instead, they recommended that the ONC push forward with testing initiatives 
such as Query Health and data-segmentation. 

 

EFFECTIVENESS OF HIT 

• A study published in September’s Archives of Internal Medicine, titled, “Electronic Medical 
Record Reminders and Panel Management to Improve Primary Care of Elderly 
Patients,” reports on results from a controlled trial to assess the effectiveness of EHR 
reminders, with and without panel management, in influencing health care proxy 
designation, osteoporosis screening, and influenza and pneumococcal vaccinations in 
patients older than 65. It found EHR reminders alone improved rates on vaccination 
rates, while EHR reminders augmented by panel management accounted for even higher 
improvements on all three metrics. 

• The September 2011 issue of Health Affairs contained an article titled, “Today’s 
‘Meaningful Use’ Standard For Medication Orders By Hospitals May Save Few Lives; 
Later Stages May Do More,” by RAND researchers analyzing hospital data on the 
relationship between electronic medication orders and hospital mortality. Their results 
suggest that electronic medication ordering can have a positive effect on hospital 
mortality with sufficient uptakes. Authors conclude that Stage 1 MU CPOE system use 
requirements for hospitals (30 percent of eligible patients) may be too low to have a 
significant impact on death from heart failure and heart attack among hospitalized 
Medicare beneficiaries. But anticipated higher Stage 2 MU CPOE requirements (60% of 
medication orders) could result in 2.1 percent fewer deaths.  

• The September 1, 2011 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine contained an 
article titled, “Electronic Health Records and Quality of Diabetes Care,” by Cubel et al 
reporting study results showing that practices with EHRs had higher achievement on 
eight of nine component standards than paper-based practices. EHR sites were also 
associated with greater improvement in care (a difference of 10.2 percentage points in 

http://healthit.hhs.gov/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS_0_12811_955277_0_0_18/HITPC_PSTT_Transmit_8162011.pdf
http://www.cio-chime.org/advocacy/Metadata_Standards_ANPRM-CHIME_Comments.pdf
http://archinte.ama-assn.org/cgi/content/abstract/171/17/1552
http://archinte.ama-assn.org/cgi/content/abstract/171/17/1552
http://archinte.jamanetwork.com/data/Journals/INTEMED/22528/ioi15043_1552_1558.pdf
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/early/2011/09/12/hlthaff.2011.0245.abstract
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/early/2011/09/12/hlthaff.2011.0245.abstract
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/early/2011/09/12/hlthaff.2011.0245.abstract
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsa1102519
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annual improvement) and outcomes (a difference of 4.1 percentage points in annual 
improvement). 

• Press reports highlight comments by James H. Thrall, radiologist in chief at 
Massachusetts General Hospital, suggesting that HIT applications can reduce patient 
exposure to radiation. He argues that health IT could eliminate more than 90 percent of 
errors and adverse events reported by hospital radiology departments. At MGH, the 
number of radiology procedures decreased 25 percent between 2004 and 2007 after 
introducing CPOE with clinical decision support, with high volume users’ particularly 
affected procedures. Aunt Minnie, September 20, 2011 

 
RELATED FEDERAL POLICY INITIATIVES 

• In September, ONC released the 2011-2015 Federal Health IT Strategic Plan, which 
outlines the following major policy goals: (1) achieve adoption and information exchange 
through meaningful use; (2) improve care, population health, and reduce costs through 
the use of HIT; (3) inspire confidence and trust in HIT; (3) empower individuals with 
HIT to improve their health and the health care system; (4) achieving rapid learning and 
technological advancements; and (5) achieve rapid learning and technological 
advancement. The plan also calls for establishing an HHS Inter-Division Task Force to 
develop an updated approach to certain HIT privacy and security issues. 

• In September, ONC launched a Consumer eHealth Program to help patients become 
more involved in their health through HIT. The program will focus on patient on patient 
access to their medical records, the use of innovative health tools, and on changing 
attitudes so that patients are comfortable taking an active role in their health. Health IT 
Buzz, September 8, 2011 

• In September, HHS announced a new proposed rule that would amend the Clinical 
Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (CLIA) to give patients the right to 
receive copies of their laboratory tests directly from labs.  

• In September, HRSA and ONC announced that $8.5 million in new federal funding is 
going to 85 health centers in 15 of 17 Beacon Communities to help them adopt HIT and 
participate in communitywide health improvement initiatives that have a strong 
technology component.  

• In August, CMS ended the Electronic Health Records Demonstration because the final 
participation numbers would be insufficient for the demonstration evaluation to support 
any definitive conclusions about the Demonstration's impact. 

 

OTHER (CONTEXTUAL ETC) 

• In September, iHealth Alliance, a health care industry group, launched EHR Event, a 
safety event reporting service, that will collect EHR adverse event reports and share 
information with network participants, which include medical professional insurance 
carriers, the FDA, and EHR software vendors.  

• A New York Times blog on September 27, 2011 discusses US and Canadian reaction to 
Britain’s decision to end to its $17 billion National Health Service EHR program that 

http://www.auntminnie.com/index.aspx?sec=sup&sub=ris&pag=dis&ItemID=96516
http://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/utility/final-federal-health-it-strategic-plan-0911.pdf
http://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/from-the-onc-desk/consumer-health-information/
http://www.healthit.gov/buzz-blog/from-the-onc-desk/consumer-health-information/
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-09-14/pdf/2011-23525.pdf
http://www.hrsa.gov/about/news/2011tables/beaconawards.html
http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Demonstration-Projects/DemoProjectsEvalRpts/Medicare-Demonstrations-Items/CMS1204776.html
https://www.ehrevent.org/
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was launched in 2002. Analysts argue that British experience shows the pitfalls of top 
down efforts to mandate systems that do not take into account provider concerns, 
distinguishing the British approach from that being implemented in the US and Canada. 
New York Times Bits Blog, September 27, 2011 

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/09/27/lessons-from-britains-health-information-technology-fiasco
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